Abstract: Knowledge gives a strong support to autonomous agents in multi-agent systems and thus the evolution of agent's knowledge needs a great attention since it has a control on agents' behaviors and has effect on their decisions making. The problem is to allow agents to detect and decide whether they need more domain knowledge and allow their knowledge to evolve consistently and automatically. This paper utilizes ontologies to represent the internal knowledge of agents instead of utilizing them only as a shared conceptualization. Consequently, the paper proposes a model of bottom-up instance-driven ontology evolution that allows the internal ontologies of agents to evolve automatically and consistently in run time based on agents' interactions. Experiments are designed and implemented to evaluate our model in different situations. One of its results shows that an empty internal ontology of one agent could evolve automatically in runtime by 88.3% through its interactions with other agents. Moreover, a comparison between the proposed approach and literature review approaches is presented to compare between their different features and techniques. This paper is considered a step forward to automate ontology evolution for agents in multiagent environment.
Introduction
Ontologies are designed to provide a formal and explicit representation of knowledge of a domain in terms of concepts (or classes), relations between these concepts and instances of these concepts [6] . The importance of ontologies is increasing especially in multi-agent environments since they enable agents to communicate, interact, and understand each other [2, 6] .
Moreover, they provide agents with intelligence, reasoning, and support the main four characteristics of agents which are autonomy, social ability, reactivity, and proactiveness [24] .
These ontologies need to evolve over time to reflect changes in the domain. Ontology evolution means modifying or upgrading the ontology when there is a certain need for change or there comes a change in the domain knowledge [1] . The current ontology evolution techniques such as in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] have several hidden weaknesses such as automating ontology evolution and resolving inconsistencies after applying new changes. The automation is important because human intervention is time consuming and error prone.
This paper proposes a bottom-up instance-driven model for automating both change detection and ontology evolution of agent's internal knowledge represented through agents' interactions in runtime. The paper sets a number of experiments to evaluate the proposed model in different cases. One of its results shows that the internal ontology of an agent has evolved automatically and consistently in runtime from scratch to 88.3%. The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents other research efforts related to our work. Section 3 explains the proposed ontology evolution model. Section 4 presents the implementation of our model. Section 5 evaluates our model through a number of experiments and a comparison with related work is presented. Finally, section 6 is for conclusion and future work.
Related work
There are some efforts exploit multi-agent systems as a mean to facilitate the process of ontology evolution. For example, Zhang et al. in [20] uses autonomous agents and Pi-Calculus to model changes in ontologies. Autonomous agents are used to represent ontology entities and Pi-Calculus is used to describe and formalize agent actions and information exchanging between agents. Sellami et al. in [9] develop DYNAMO-MAS, an interactive tool based on an adaptive multi-agent system (AMAS). It aims to build and evolve ontologies from text. It only suggests enriching the initial ontology with new concepts, terms, or relations without any change in its content. Then it is up to ontologists to manually modify this content. Benomrane et al. in [19] present an ontologist feedback tool, called OntoAMAS as an extension of [9] . This extension allows ontologists to modify or add new concepts or terms to the initial ontology. Then the AMAS self-organizes and produces an updated ontology with new proposals which can be modified by ontologists again. Thus, it works in an interactive and iterative way until a satisfactory state of the ontology is achieved.
Other researchers have realized the important role of instances and the bottom-up approach in ontology evolution either for automating the detection of changes or for update instances descriptions in a new version of an ontology. For example, in [21] , principles, rules, and algorithms are presented to reexamine and suggest instance descriptions to ontologists after migrating instances to the latest version of an ontology. Also, it provides flexible interactive techniques for updating the available descriptions after ontologists accept or reject such recommendations. Xie et al. in [10] exploit instances to automate changes detection in an ontology and provide ontologists with proper recommendations for ontology evolution. This detection method is based on analyzing new extracted instances from related databases with current instances in the ontology. This analysis enables the system to detect changes in conceptualization and recommend ontologists with merge concepts, split concept, or extract super concept. Santoso et al. in [23] provide a bottom-up approach for change detection. It uses the difference between the ontology metadata and the related database metadata as a trigger for change detection. So, its detection algorithm is based on detecting new components in related databases such as classes, instances, properties, or axioms to be added into the current ontology. This approach focuses on automating changes detection but does not present a solution for ontology evolution.
Another kind of efforts attempts to support ontology engineers on maintaining consistency after ontology evolution. For example, Touhami et al. in [6] propose an ontology evolution activity that assists ontologists for carrying out the ontology changes. It lists all possible changes to ontologists, identifies all consistency constraints to be checked after applying each change. Then a kit of additional changes associated with each change is applied automatically to keep the consistency state if the required change from ontologists violates one or more of the predefined consistency constraints. These additional changes work in iterative way as long as one of applied changes either additional or required leads to inconsistency state. Javed et al. in [5] present a layered change operator framework for ontology evolution that allows ontology engineers to deal with generic changes at level one and level two and other users (such as domain experts, content managers) to deal with domain-specific changes at level three. It also presents a layered change log model that works in line with the given layered change operator.
There are other approaches depend on various sources as a background knowledge towards automating change detection for ontology evolution. For example, Maree and Belkhatir in [22] propose an automatic framework for enriching ontologies depending on the Web as background knowledge. It combines semantic relatedness measures, automatic pattern acquisition techniques, named entity extraction algorithm (GATE), and NLP techniques to extract missing knowledge from the Web. Zablith et al. in [7, 8] present an ontology evolution framework, called Evolva, that uses structured and unstructured sources as background knowledge to reduce or even eliminate user involvement in exploring new concepts to add to an ontology. Additionally, it uses external sources such as WordNet and Semantic Web ontologies to discover relations between new concepts and others already exist in the ontology. Although most of these tasks are performed automatically, it needs ontologists' approval and waits their selection of applying these changes in the base ontology or in a new version.
Most of these approaches attempt to automate some steps of ontology evolution but it needs ontologists either to trigger the evolution process or to give approval about evolution results. Our approach is an attempt for automating both change detection and ontology evolution in run time. It is based on the main agents' characteristics of autonomy, social ability, reactiveness, and proactiveness to detect and apply that evolution. Moreover, it depends on instances and background knowledge to automate change detection.
The proposed model: bottom-up ontology evolution model (BOEM)
This model is proposed to enable ontologies in multi-agent environment of a specific domain to evolve automatically and seamlessly without intervention of ontologists. The basic idea of this proposed model stands upon considering ontologies as a formal representation of agent's internal knowledge. Furthermore, agents completely depend on their internal ontologies to interact with their environment. At the same time these internal ontologies have a chance to evolve automatically over time through their agents' interactions. As shown in Fig. 1 , the model consists of three aspects: (1) the knowledge distribution model, (2) the detection process, and (3) the evolution process. All of these three aspects of the model are explained in detail in the following sections.
Knowledge distribution model
This section discusses our proposed model of knowledge distribution in multi-agent environment that has previously published in [4] . As shown in Fig.  1 , the knowledge distribution model is the basic component of our proposed bottom-up ontology evolution model. It proposes a domain as a set of agents and each one of these agents has its own internal ontology that formally represents agent's knowledge. Consequently, the domain's knowledge is distributed on agents' internal ontologies. As shown in Fig. 2 , some types of these agents have deeper knowledge about the domain and thus these types of agents are considered sources of domain's knowledge. Other agents in the domain depend on these types of agents to gain more necessary knowledge and to overcome difficulties in their interactions. So, the model calls these types of agents that have deeper domain knowledge knowledgesource agents and also calls the other types of agents individual agents.
When there is more than one knowledge-source agent in a domain, the knowledge of each one of these agents will represent a specific aspect of the domain. Therefore, the knowledge KSm of a knowledge-source agent Sm cannot intersect with the knowledge KSn of another knowledge-source agent Sn. Thus the relationship between knowledge-source agents can be represented as follows:
(1) Figure. 1 Aspects of the bottom-up ontology evolution model Figure. 2 The dependency relationship between agents of a domain
So the question is how we can reach to the entire knowledge of a domain. The answer that is proposed by this paper is that the entire domain's knowledge can be reached by gathering the knowledge of each knowledge-source agent in the domain. So, a domain's knowledge KD is union of all knowledgesource agents' knowledge KSi. This answer can be represented as follows:
With regard to individual agents, an individual agent has knowledge that is derived from knowledgesource agents. Unlike knowledge-source agents, individual agents' knowledge may be intersected or equal. Notice that the knowledge of individual agents is unlikely to be conflicted since all of them are derived from specific knowledge sources of the domain, i.e., the knowledge-source agents' 
Where KI is knowledge of an individual agent and KS is knowledge of a knowledge-source agent. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 3 , the model proposes that the entire knowledge of a domain is implicitly shared as a virtual ontology. This virtual ontology is explicitly represented by and distributed on several sub ontologies owned by the knowledge-source agents. Therefore, an individual agent interacts only with knowledge-source agents to get more and necessary domain knowledge that enable it to overcome difficulties while it interacts with another individual agent.
Detection Process
The detection process is mainly based on the proposed knowledge distribution model in section 3.1, as well as, it focuses only on detecting the need of individual agents' internal ontologies to evolve.
This process starts when the knowledge of an individual agent B, which is represented by its internal ontology OB, cannot answer a query Q from another individual agent A about an instance in the domain. Therefore, the individual agent B Figure. 3 Domain's knowledge as a virtual ontology distributed on agents' internal ontologies and automatically sends a detection query QD to all knowledge-source agents. This detection query QD is a request for checking the existence of a given instance. The detection process ends with one of the following possibilities according to the reply of the knowledge-source agents:
1) If the individual agent B does not receive a reply with confirm message to its detection query QD from any knowledge-source agents in the domain, it means that the instance is not known in the domain at all. So, the individual agent B will reply the individual agent A with disconfirm message and detects that its internal ontology OB does not have a need to evolve. 2) If the individual agent B receives a reply with confirm message to its detection query QD from at least one knowledge-source agent in the domain, it means that the instance is known in the domain. So, the individual agent B will reply the individual agent A with confirm message and detects that its internal ontology OB has a need to evolve.
Evolution Process
When the detection process of an individual agent ends with detecting that there is missing knowledge (i.e., missing instance) in its internal ontology, the individual agent starts the evolution process immediately and automatically by opening an evolution channel with the knowledge-source agent that has the missing instance. The evolution channel is opened by sending the proposed evolution query QE as a request to the knowledge-source agent from the individual agent to get not only the missing instance but also to get its class hierarchy.
So, the individual agent sends the first evolution query QE1 to the knowledge-source agent to request the direct class of the new instance. If the received instance's class is not in the individual agent's internal ontology, the individual agent will send the second evolution query QE2 to the knowledge-source agent to request the first direct superclass of the received instance's class. If the received superclass also is not in its internal ontology, the individual agent will send the third evolution query QE3 to request the second direct superclass of the received instance's class. Thus, the individual agent will send sequence of evolution queries QEn until it finds one of instance's superclasses in its internal ontology or gets all superclasses of the received instance's class. Therefore, the evolution process finishes when the new instance and all its class hierarchy are populated in the internal ontology of the individual agent. As explained, the proposed evolution model adopts and applies the evolution bottom-up strategy for ontology evolution. This strategy starts firstly with populating missing instances in the internal ontologies of individual agents then the evolution moves up from populating the instances' direct classes to populate all superclasses of instances' class hierarchy. By this way, the proposed evolution model enables the internal ontology of an individual agent to evolve by populating any new instances from knowledge-source agents with their important semantics. This result keeps the evolution of the internal ontologies of individual agents away from inconsistencies and conflicts. Another significant result is that the proposed evolution model provides an automatic and seamless ontology evolution of individual agents' internal ontologies.
Implementation
The proposed bottom-up ontology evolution model is implemented with JADE [14] as a multi-agent environment that provides all requirements for agent management. It also enables agents to interact through ACL messages based on FIPA standards [15, 16] . The model also implements internal ontologies of agents by OWL-DL ontology language [18] and using Jena Library as ontology API [17] . The proposed detection query QD and evolution query QE are also implemented based on object serialization. Therefore as shown in Fig. 4 , a Java class called IsInstance is created to make a detection query object; another two Java classes called ClassOf and SuperClassOf are created to make the two types of evolution query objects. All these query objects are serialized into JSON [12] string format and deserialized into their proper objects with support of JSON API called JAKSON [13] . The serialized object of a detection query QD is serialized as the following example:
The serialized objects of an evolution query QE are serialized as the following example:
{"nameOfQuery": "ClassOf", "instanceName": "Book_1"} {"nameOfQuery": "SuperClassOf", "className": "Book"} As shown in Fig. 5 , the detection query serialized object is sent in ACL message with QUERY-IF communicative act and the reply will be with ACL message with CONFIRM or DISCONFIRM communicative act. The evolution query object is sent in ACL message with QUERY-REF communicative act and the reply will be with ACL message INFORM communicative act contains either the class name of the new instance or the superclass name of the instance's class.
Evaluation

Experiments
This section is for evaluating the proposed evolution model by using public ontologies as source ontologies for knowledge-source agents. A lightweight public ontology is chosen from Protégé ontology library [25] • The Librarian agent plays the role of the knowledge-source agent that has all knowledge about the domain. Therefore the public ontology LMOS is assigned to it as its internal ontology. Also it is responsible for replying to all queries from the Clerk agent about the domain.
• The Clerk agent is an individual agent and it is responsible for answering queries from the Visitor agent. The experiment stands up specifically to evaluate the evolution of the Clerk agent's internal ontology through its interactions with Visitor and Librarian agents.
• The Visitor agent is an individual agent that plays the role of library's visitors. It is designed to test the evolution process of the Clerk agent's ontology by sending queries to the Clerk agent that would trigger the evolution process of its internal ontology. As shown in Table 1 , there are eight experiments to evaluate the evolution of the Clerk agent's ontology. The Clerk and the Visitor agent are mainly the interacting agents but the Clerk agent may need to consult the Librarian agent. For this case, Table 1 in the column of interacting agents shows whether Librarian agent is involved as consultant to the Clerk agent in the experiment or not. The Results column in Table 1 states that whether the settings of the experiment trigger the evolution process of the Clerk agent's ontology or not. In addition, it shows the status of Clerk agent's ontology after the experiment, evolved or not and why.
In Table 1 , it is observed that the Clerk ontology only evolved in two experiments, number 1 and 3. This evolution is restricted in both experiments since the queried instances do not exist in the Clerk ontology but they already exist in the Librarian ontology. It is also observed that the Librarian agent is involved in all the Clerk agent interactions, as knowledge-source agent, except in three experiments number 5, 6, and 8. This is because, in these three experiments, the queried instances already exist in the Clerk ontology so the Clerk agent does not need to consult and involve the Librarian agent.
As shown in Table 2 , the empty ontology of the Clerk agent evolved after experiment No.1 and became containing a class-subclass hierarchy of 25 classes, 60 instances, and 21 subclass relations (106 entities). This means that the empty Clerk ontology became containing 88.3 % of the source ontology LMSO. Note that all instances and their classsubclass hierarchy are added except 7 classes because they do not have any instances. Thus this result explains why our approach is called instance driven approach. In experiment No. 3, the Clerk ontology is not empty this time but has 41 entities before starting the interaction, then after interaction the number of its entities became 106 entities with evolution percentage 54.2%.
The evolution percentages of the Clerk ontology in both experiments number 1 and 3 in Table 2 is computed according to the proposed ontology evolution measurement. This proposed evolution measurement is shown in the following equation:
Where EI is the entities set of the individual agent's ontology, Clerk ontology. ES is the entities set of the knowledge-source agent's ontology, Librarian ontology. |(EI)After| is the count of the entities set EI after interaction. |(EI)Before| is the count of the entities set EI before interaction. |ES| is the count of the entities set ES.
Since the paper focuses on the automatic evolution based on instances and their class-subclass hierarchy, the basis of the proposed evolution measurement is based on the class-subclass hierarchy of LMSO that consists of 32 classes, 60 instances and 28 subclass relations (120 entities). So, the evolution of experiment No. 1 is computed based on Eq. (4) automatic evolution model is mainly driven by instances and these types missed them. These findings are not considered limitations but they violate requirements of our model.
Comparative analysis
In this section, Table 3 summarizes and shows a comparison of our proposed approach with the previous presented approaches for ontologies evolution. There are three categories of comparison criteria. The first category is evolution type that has the following criteria:
• Automatic: It determines whether in the given approach ontology evolution is performed without intervention of ontologists.
• Runtime: It means that ontologies evolve while they are used for communication between agents or for replying queries to users. Otherwise, the evolution is considered at design time.
The second category is evolution techniques which has the following criteria:
• Instance: it determines whether the approach depends on instances to perform an evolution.
• Agent: it determines whether the approach depends on multi-agent systems to perform an evolution.
• Background knowledge: it determines whether the approach depends on background knowledge such as ontologies, lexicons, or databases to perform an evolution.
• Others: it means that there are other techniques different than the techniques of instance, multiagent systems, and background knowledge the given approach depends on it to perform an evolution. The third category is consistency that checks whether the given approach maintain the consistency after evolution is performed. The main advantage of our approach is that it attempts to be closer from how humans' knowledge evolves and how the need to evolve their knowledge is detected. To achieve that goal, our approach combines between automatic and runtime for both change detection and ontology evolution with keeping ontologies in consistent state after evolution. On the one hand, it depends on interactions between individual agents about instances to detect its need to evolution. On the other hand, it depends on the interaction between individual agents and knowledge-source agents, i.e., background knowledge, to perform the desired evolution. Although the proposed approach is presented to allow internal ontologies of agents to evolve, it also can be used to allow distributed ontologies to evolve by agents.
Conclusion
This paper focuses on how to enable agent's knowledge represented by an ontology to evolve automatically and consistently without user intervention in runtime. So, it proposes a model of bottom-up instance-driven ontology evolution to allow an agent's ontology to evolve in run time through agent's interactions with other agents. This evolution model consists of three phases: (1) knowledge distribution model, (2) detection process, and (3) evolution process. The first phase is the knowledge distribution model that defines two types of agents; one of them is knowledge-source agents that are considered the source of domain knowledge. The second type is individual agents that interact with knowledge-source agents to obtain its missing knowledge. The second phase is the detection process which is triggered automatically through an interaction between individual agents. Specifically, when an individual agent receives a query about an undefined instance in its ontology but it is already defined in one of knowledge-source agents' ontologies. The third and last phase is the evolution process which starts automatically after detection process. In this phase, an individual agent opens an evolution channel with the knowledge-source agent that has the missing knowledge. Through this channel, the individual agent's ontology evolves and its knowledge upgrades by adding the undefined instances and their class hierarchies to its internal ontology.
Experiments are designed and implemented to evaluate our approach using a lightweight public ontology. One of its results shows the ability of our model to allow the internal ontology of an individual agent to evolve with 88.3% from scratch. Moreover, a comparison with other evolution approaches is shown in Table 3 .
The limitation of our model is that it depends only on the class-subclass relations and instance relations to describe the semantics of instances. So, our model can be enhanced by enabling individual ontologies to evolve with more semantics about instances such as involving axioms and properties to these semantics. Also in the future we plan to extend our model with an ontology maintenance process to keep semantics of instances in individual ontologies up to date with any changes related to them in the source ontologies.
